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Abstract:
In 1997, Clayton Christensen of the Harvard Business School published one of the most influential management books ever, if one is to judge by how often the title is alluded to. The book was The Innovator’s Dilemma, and the subtitle implicitly explained what this dilemma was: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail. Christensen’s story was a dramatic one, seemingly easily understandable, and illustrated with well-told cases. In September of this year, Christensen released his sequel (Hollywood style, perhaps): The Innovators Solution: Creating and Sustaining Successful Growth. In good academic tradition, in this talk I am going to go backward, to Christensen’s original argument, and examine its analytical underpinnings, as well as its empirical applicability. The motivation for this is what I see as a common confusion about the nature of the innovator’s dilemma, and in particular the nature of what Christensen calls ‘disruptive technologies.’
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